Abstract
We introduce an approach to user interface testing with a particular focus on non-native GUI based mobile applications. We particularly address the domain of entertainment and education software including mobile games. We describe a prototype system based on inexpensive components and open source software, intended to support product development cycle for companies on lean budget. On the base of a prototype system discussed in this paper we expect to develop a distributed infrastructure that would allow users to use facilities of users’ own computers and connected devices as a part of a common testing framework. The approach presented in this work is also suitable for wider range of mobile applications with a high variety of human-computer interaction mechanisms.
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**GUI testing** – software testing process, where the test scripts are developed to access the GUI elements programmatically, in order to define and test situations triggered by appearance of certain user controls on the screen.

**Automated tests** – tests executed automatically with the help of special testing frameworks. Automated testing is an important part of continuous integration.

**Smoke tests** – restricted test suites aimed at checking whether the whole application works and provides its basic functionality and reacts to user interface controls properly (the term probably came from plumbing testing) [13].

**Non-native GUI** – user interface which is not based on platform-native GUI. It is usually developed without using standard libraries. GUI elements can be hand-drawn (for example, in the applications developed with Unity).

---

**Introduction**

In mobile applications, the user interface (UI) is a crucial element of human-computer interaction (HCI). Regardless of the type of software (whether the question is about desktop or mobile applications), creating open platforms for software development and testing automation is one of strategic parts of software quality assurance [2]. That is why the developers and researchers working in the domain of software quality assurance appreciate the efforts to create specifications for low cost, pragmatic, sharable and open source-based solutions enabling scalable process of mobile application testing [15]. Such efforts can be considered as important steps towards creating a better “test automation culture” [9] of application developers.

In particular, writing automated UI tests needs features for accessing applications similarly to software users. In turn, graphical UI (GUI) testing provides an interesting case of testing automation for both desktop and mobile applications [15, 17]. Many testing automation frameworks (such as Jemmy library\(^1\)) allows accessing GUI elements from within the test scripts. This enables defining and testing situations triggered by appearance of certain user controls on the screen, and to perform different user-side operations such as pushing a button, selecting a menu item or tab, clicking or hovering an area, and so on.

Though many testing automation approaches can be equally used for different kinds of software applications, mobile software has important particularities. On the one hand, because of large number of mobile devices with a big variety of characteristics, developers want to be sure that the application works on different devices. From various recent reports we know that the process of verification, whether a mobile application (to be run on large number of devices) behaves as expected, is still challenging and time consuming [18, 7]. In such applications as mobile games, we might have to run the relatively long-lasting process and to collect many screenshots necessary for further analysis of possible application failures. On the other hand, mobile applications often do not rely on a platform-native GUI, but utilize hand-drawn elements designed without using standard GUI libraries. Apart from entertainment applications (such as games), non-native GUI is often used in educational software. Another interesting case is a large number of applications integrated with geographical maps relying on graphical elements which are not commonly supported in standard testing frameworks.

In the above mentioned cases, device emulators (being a commonly used solution) are not enough. Real devices are necessary because we have to check whether our software works on them (and not only on simulators), including the issue of potential intensive CPU and GPU load, in order to reveal battery drain or low performance problems.

**Non-Native GUI Applications in Frame of Recent Mobile Software Testing Research**

As of today, analysis of peculiar characteristics of mobile software from the perspective of testing automation is one of the common trends in software research agenda. Many studies and practical solutions address the important issues of mobile software testing automation.

In [7] the authors describe the AutoClicker, a system aimed at automating tests of large-scale applications running on multiple devices. This work introduces a system for scheduling mobile tests with multiple connected devices (both real and emulated) in parallel.

\(^1\)https://jemmy.java.net/
Continuous, Evolutionary and Large-Scale: A New Perspective for Automated Mobile App Testing

“The current state of the art of automated testing tools for mobile apps poses limitations that has driven a preference for manual testing in practice. As of today, there is no comprehensive automated solution for mobile testing that overcomes fundamental issues such as automated oracles, history awareness in test cases, or automated evolution of test cases.” [11]

Major Concerns

Large-scale resource-intensive applications; Multiple devices; Tests are time and energy consuming; Reducing costs; Continuous integration is a “must-have” part of the process.

Objectives

Distributed infrastructure that would allow users to use facilities of users’ own computers and connected devices as a part of the whole testing framework.

The focus of the work [3] is on reducing the costs of mobile application testing by considering the possibility of test migration, which can be partially achieved for applications that share some functionality or GUI components.

The study [5] addresses the challenges of time-consuming energy tests. The problem of testing device energy consumption is closely related to testing resource-intensive applications: first, it is difficult to measure the energy consumption of a device under test accurately, since the test itself might be executed on a device and drain its battery; second, if device is plugged to a power source (which is required for long-lasting tests), the collected data might be inaccurate due to the impact of charging current.

The tool discussed in [14] detects the Android application crashes and generates the reports containing the detailed description of the application failure context (which includes screenshots, failure reproduction steps, application exception stack traces, etc.). Support for making the failures reported and reproduced is the essential component of a continuous integration pipeline.

Many existing automated UI testing systems for mobile applications work well for native GUI applications (see, for example, [1, 6]) but can not be directly used for the case of non-native GUI based mobile software. Thus, testing non-native applications serves as a good example of an open issue among other challenging problems of mobile software development that require particular attention from the community [11].

The standard approach for arranging mobile software tests is to connect mobile devices to a server running some special software, and to execute test scripts on a remote machine (Figure 1).

![Figure 1: Client-server interaction in a mobile testing environment.]

For the server software, there are many known solutions, such as Appium² and Calabash³. Practically, a test script is a set of instructions similar to the following fragment:

```plaintext
wait 10 sec
tap location (100, 50)
assert that OK button appears
press OK button
```

For native GUI applications, we can implement such scripts relatively easily, since user controls can be accessed programmatically from within automated tests. Unfortunately, in a case of non-native GUI applications (which do not use standard GUI libraries), such a model does not work. Various sources [19], including our own works [17, 16], suggest to use pattern recognition methods to identify GUI elements on the screen. This approach requires using pattern matching and image transformation algorithms, and might cause significant slowdowns of the testing process.

In general, it is difficult to estimate a “typical” test duration: simple smoke tests can reveal the absence of crashes within seconds, while stress tests, designed to check the application stability in a long time interval, can take hours.

²http://appium.io
³http://calaba.sh
Furthermore, ideally every new build should be tested on a variety of mobile devices.

The easiest way to organize regular large-scale automated testing on real mobile devices is to use a cloud mobile farm provider (such as Amazon Web Services, Bitbar, etc.), and to obtain hassle-free setup, and availability of hundreds of mobile devices. However, most providers still do not support an adequate variety of devices (in particular, with respect to different vendors). Variety of devices is a concern for own test platform setup too, however, one can select the most interesting devices for a particular case easier.

The cloud farm testing might be up to 0.14–0.17 USD per minute per device, and costs are quite high for a team on lean budget such a startup company or a freelance developer. Assuming that the tests take at least 1 hour on each device per build (and there might be several builds per day), the costs for daily testing of fresh builds with only a dozen of devices may go up to 200–300 USD. Stress testing might require even higher expenses.

Of course, before selecting an appropriate model of automated testing infrastructure (i.e., renting the cloud services or building one’s own testing farm), one has to evaluate the cost of deploying and running such a mobile farm against the costs of using the facilities provided by the cloud, including hardware expenses and workload required to set up, run and maintain the system.
Our Approach, Its Implementation and Evaluation

Figure 2 shows the architecture of our prototype farm. The system provides a functionality of getting builds from a build machine (such as TeamCity [12]), running all tests on all connected devices, generating HTML reports with application action logs and screenshots, as well as sending all the report-related data to the subscribed users of the system (developers, testers, administrating staff, etc.).

The current implementation allows us to analyze a number of important issues related to the problem of building a framework for automated testing of mobile applications on real devices, including differences in how the devices manage the installed software (with respect to different operating systems), and how to connect a reasonable number of devices to a powered hub (with respect to possible battery draining, difference in charging/connection interfaces, charging rate and time, the capability to charge and transfer data at the same time, etc.).

Currently we have a prototype (partially shown in Figure 3), consisting of the following components:

1) Testing server: a Windows-based mini-PC, used to run Appium test scripts.

2) Appium server-1: a Windows-based mini-PC, running Appium server software for Android devices. Currently it runs two instances of Appium, thus allowing to perform testing on two Android devices simultaneously.

3) Appium server-2: a Mac mini computer, running Appium server software for iOS devices. Running iOS tests on the devices connected to non-macOS machines is impossible.

4) Testing devices: Five Android devices by five different vendors, connected to the first Appium server, and three different iOS devices, connected to the second Appium server.

5) USB hubs: testing devices are connected with computers via Plugable USB hubs that support simultaneous data transfer and charging with charging rate up to 1.4 A depending on the device.

6) Device stand: all mobile devices are placed on the FlePow 10-port charging station dock, which is used simply as a convenient shelf; its charging capabilities are not used.

Project-specific test scripts are managed by the in-house developed coordination system that monitors project changes in TeamCity, runs tests for the fresh builds, and generates HTML reports. Both Appium servers run Appium v.1.6.5.

Software developers evaluate a number of factors when choosing a testing framework. Among the most commonly mentioned criteria, the following can be cited [4]: 1) functionality – the sheer number of actions supported by the framework; 2) portability – the ability to test apps under different platforms; 3) language bindings – support of test scripts written in different programming languages; and 4) non-intrusiveness – the ability to test user-end versions of the apps rather than additionally instrumented for tests.

Sometimes test engineers also take into account such factors as execution speed, simplicity of setup and operation, and reliability of the framework [10]. Since our system is based on Appium, it shares all the strengths and weaknesses of this platform. Our main emphasis is on extending existing Appium functionality for integration with a build machine, parallel multi-device test execution, and fine-tunable customized test scenarios, required by the developers.
Summary of Achievements

1. Mobile testing farm architecture.
2. Working prototype of a distributed mobile testing farm that supports Windows, Android, and iOS devices.
3. Appium extensions for handling app distribution across testing devices, load balancing and additional types of UI interaction, not supported in the current Appium implementation.
4. Practical approach for integrating automated smoke testing into the process of cross-platform mobile software development as an element of the continuous integration pipeline.
5. Pattern matching-based technique for handling non-native GUI elements in mobile apps.

Assessment and Lessons Learned

We used the above described mobile farm implementation in the extensive testing process in the project “World of Tennis: Roaring ’20s” 4. This is a mobile game being developed with Unity (Figure 4 shows a sample game scene screenshot containing a number of hand-drawn UI elements). This project illustrates well many above mentioned concerns of resource and time consuming GUI testing.

Some months of experiments taught us a few useful facts about mobile farms:

- A mobile testing framework helps to identify the specific target platforms in advance. The most recent version of Appium supports Android 4.2+ and iOS 9.3+. Older operating systems are also supported, but they require different setup and significant changes in testing scripts. Old Apple devices with non-retina screens also have to be handled differently from modern iPhones and iPads.

- Mobile devices discharge while testing. One might think that it is enough to plug a device into a computer or a USB hub to keep the level of battery at an acceptable level. Unfortunately, typical USB charging rates in this case are inadequate: the devices will eventually discharge. Even powered USB hubs can be insufficient; one needs a hub specifically designed for simultaneous charge and data transfer. Even in this case specific devices will refuse to charge (such as Samsung Galaxy Tab E that needs a wall charger) or will charge very slowly (such as iPad 3).

- While Appium is considered a mature project with a significant user base, there are still numerous issues that can lead to hangs, crashes, and in general unreliable test execution. However, there is definitely a progress in this project, and we have seen some issues fixed very recently.

- Each device has its own quirks. There are issues related to a particular version of the operating system, firmware, or even default onscreen keyboard. For example, one of our devices had random crashes until we installed CyanogenMod. Another device reported the lack of free space after several dozens of install/uninstall cycles of the application under testing. A mere reboot could help, but the ultimate solution was to install an alternative Android version.

- In addition to the physical infrastructure some intelligent algorithms can be used for post-processing of test report data. For example, on the base of battery drain statistics, we can make necessary adjustments in running tests on particular devices.

Conclusion

As noted in [15], for mobile software running on multiple differently configured devices in different execution contexts, continuous testing is an essential component of the development process to ensure the quality of mobile applications.

The reason why companies charge so much for mobile testing frameworks is that it is not easy to build them. The main goals of this project are to define a methodology, to build a working system, to design a set of sample applications using this testing framework, and to collect some evaluation results of testing the professional software products.

4http://worldoftennis.com/
Creating a mobile testing farm is not always better than renting the alternative cloud facilities. However, it is particularly important that our approach is not to implement only smoke testing, but to make it a mandatory stage of a continuous integration pipeline, similar to unit testing and automated builds.

Our primary experiments show that the procedures for testing automation of the non-native GUI-based applications require the combined use of several technologies including traditional automated unit tests, functional testing frameworks, and even image recognition, so we believe that the proposed approach provides a feasible solution for everyday automated smoke testing and can be considered as a possible extension of tools and methods for mobile software analysis and verification automation.

Practically, our current proof-of-concept implementation helped us in resolving some problems of organizing extensive testing of the software components developed for the ongoing project of mobile game. The prototype allowed us to arrange a big number of experiments. The outcome of these experiments is twofold. First, we got an infrastructure to support the concrete project and to save time and resources required for testing. Second, we got a solution which demonstrated its applicability to many practical situations where our approach can be helpful, including developing mobile applications that are UI intensive, as well as hybrid applications [8].

As a future work, we expect to integrate all the parts (smoke test automation, continuous integration pipeline, image recognition, recommendations on choosing the appropriate test servers and hardware components) and to create a distributed infrastructure that would allow users to use facilities of users’ own computers and connected devices as a part of the whole testing framework.
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